LitFinder

LitFinder is your source for 125,000+ full-text poems, 5,000+ full-text stories, and thousands of essays, plays, and speeches, as well as author information and commentary. It is accessible through our Virtual Library homepage by clicking **Search & Find > Articles**, **Search & Find > Reference** or by using the **Search & Find > A-Z List**.

In addition, if you acquire a password for the state-sponsored database collection through INSPIRE, you can find **LitFinder** there, ([http://www.in.gov/library/inspire/](http://www.in.gov/library/inspire/)).
However, you get there, when *LitFinder* opens, the screen below will appear:

1. Use either the search box (limiting your search to poems, essays, speeches, stories, or plays, if desired) or browse by type of literature, genre, subject, or more as shown.

2. Check “Help” to learn how to make the most of this database (to understand how it handles stop words, how to combine terms, and use capitalization and punctuation, and more).